The fall 2012 meeting of the Arkansas State Sheep Council was held at the 2012 Arkansas State Fair. Minutes were approved. The treasurer's report was submitted. It was reported that ASF ABL entries were up. A motion was passed to set the payout for the ASF ABL show. A motion was passed to place $1200 in the AJSC fund to payout $500 to the year end highpoint ABL and $250 to reserve highpoint. It was reported that AJSC membership is up and that the officer team was active and successful. There was discussion about making the AJSC shows include just the current year's show lambs. A motion was passed to drop the ASF from sanctioned AJSC shows. There was discussion about the ASF schedule, and it was suggested that ASSC ask to send a representative to the ASF planning meeting. The winter meeting was set for lunch on January 5th, with the venue TBA.